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Introduction
At the beginning of my journey through the Clinical Educator Programme (CEP) I viewed this
process as a motivator to increase my experience of teaching and a route to achieving a
recognised qualification in clinical teaching. I was initially sceptical about the usefulness of
the CEP workshops as I have found the formal teaching that I received during my Foundation
Years to be sporadic, unfocussed and largely irrelevant to my needs. However, these
preconceptions were challenged as I found the CEP workshops to be engaging and highly
relevant. I was invited to reflect on my own experiences as both a learner and an educator
and I was inspired to try new and innovative approaches to my teaching.
My teaching experience over the last year has included the Introduction to Clinical Practice
(ICP) course for 2nd year medical students, a regular Sexual Health teaching clinic for 5th year
medical students and training up health professionals who staff the Sexual Health walk-in
clinic. In this reflective portfolio I hope to show how I have developed and changed as an
educator through my participation in the Clinical Educator Programme and my interactions
with learners.

Part One
A1: How you design and plan learning activities
When designing a learning activity I used to spend hours focussing on the content I was
delivering and relatively little time considering how I would structure the session. It was only
when I attended the CEP module on Planning and Evaluating your Teaching Workshop
(appendix 2) that I understood the concept of “Set, Body, Close” as a framework to use when
planning a teaching session. This reinforced to me the importance of beginnings and endings
and the strong influence these can have on the experience of learners.
Set: The Importance of Beginnings
The CEP Planning and Evaluating your Teaching Workshop (appendix 2) was not actually the
first time I had heard the terms “Set, Body, Close”. It was during my CEP teaching observation
session (appendix 9) that this was first mentioned to me. At the end of the session the
observer had stated “have you ever heard of Set, Body, Close before?” and went on to explain
that although I hadn’t created a slide for learning objectives I had clearly explained to the
group what I expected them to learn from the session and linked this session to work we had
done on previous weeks. I was initially quite surprised at this positive feedback as this kind of
approach felt very natural to me. I had not spent any time considering what I would say at the
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beginning of the session and this “good example of Set” had been simply a spontaneous
introduction at the beginning of my teaching session.
This tendency towards spontaneity during my teaching sessions is perhaps a theme in much
of my teaching and presentation work. However I would not say it is in the absence of
preparation; I am always careful to plan my content precisely because I know this will give me
the reassurance to ad lib on the topic with much greater confidence. When I consider my own
experience as a learner, particularly in Secondary School, I used to snigger at the teachers
who put up a slide with learning objectives on the days when we had school inspectors
visiting. Of course, we’d never see that slide again until the next inspector’s visit. I wonder
whether this has negatively prejudiced me against using formal structures at the beginning of
teaching sessions as I associate it with a stilted, tick-box approach to teaching. This might have
also been influenced by my “Please Others” driver (Kahler, 1975) as I want learners to like my
natural style and worry that a more formalised approach would put them off. I feel I now need
to challenge this assumption and spend time considering how to formalise my approach to
“Set” whilst still retaining the natural style of my teaching.
One aspect of set that did appeal to me was the use of Ground Rules and the importance of
creating a safe learning environment at the beginning of a session. Again this might be
because of my “Please Others” driver (Kahler, 1975). I realised that having a structured
beginning which includes Ground Rules can allow a greater degree of freedom within the
teaching session itself as clear boundaries have already been set. Another way to challenge
assumptions I make about “Set” is to consider the scenario from a learner’s point of view.
Looking back at my experiences as a learner on the Medical Leadership Academy course
(appendix 10) I remember feeling frustration because I never understood what the aim of
each session was supposed to be. I now realise this was because the facilitator did not set out
clear learning objectives at the beginning of each session to help me contextualise my
learning. So my assumption that learners always find learning objectives pointless is not true,
even for myself!
Close: An Opportunity for Maximal Impact and Evaluation of Learning
In contrast to my spontaneous use of “Set”, the closing of my observed teaching session
(appendix 9) exposed my lack of planning with much greater impact. The session ended
abruptly, I made little emphasis of the key learning points and I asked the students a vague
question “was that useful?”. So why do I neglect the endings of my teaching sessions,
particularly when it seems I find “Close” more difficult to create spontaneously?
I wonder whether it is my previous distaste for learning objectives that is partly to blame for
my lack of focus on “Close”. During the CEP Planning and Evaluating your Teaching Workshop
(appendix 2) I realised that a structured “Close” requires a structured “Set”, the simplest
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example being the use of the learning objectives slide repeated at the end of a presentation,
reinforcing the key learning points. Whilst I understand this concept and the rationale behind
it I still feel a reluctance to use it. Again I wonder whether this relates to my previous
experiences as a learner – whenever I saw a summary slide or repeated learning objectives
my brain was already switching off and I was packing up to leave. I never felt I had absorbed
any useful information from this section and this might be why I neglect “Close” when
planning my own teaching sessions.
A concept that did appeal to me for “Close”, however, was the idea of Take Home Messages
(appendix 2) which is most commonly used during Simulation Sessions. In particular, I liked
the idea that learners themselves are encouraged to contribute the key learning points that
they have gained from the session – this not only helps actively reinforce learning but also
serves as helpful feedback for the tutor as it indicates what the students have absorbed from
the session. However, I am aware that the basis for my preference of style during “Close” is
strongly focussed on my own experiences as a learner and I do feel I need to be careful not to
maintain prejudice against techniques that I do not enjoy myself. I think I must still challenge
myself to try out techniques that may not come so naturally to me as others may have
different learning preferences to mine and therefore may benefit from an alternative
approach.
Planning the use of Classroom Assessment Techniques (Angelo, 1993) is another important
element of “Close”. I have consistently used feedback forms in all my teaching sessions.
However, when I examine my motives for using them I realise their main purpose was to
provide evidence of my teaching rather than considering more deeply about learners’
experience. Kugel describes teachers who have changed from a self to subject focus as having
“shifted from ‘What am I saying?’ to “What are they hearing?’” (Kugel, 1993) and I certainly
recognise this transition in myself. The CEP Planning and Evaluating your Teaching Workshop
(appendix 2) encouraged me to consider how I might expand the role of feedback forms in
my teaching, using them to ask more probing questions about what the students had learnt
and what gaps they still had to fill. The one minute paper is a good example of a Classroom
Assessment Technique which goes beyond the basic role of evidencing teaching. That being
said, although my motivation for feedback was initially for evidence, I did read and reflect on
the comments and changed elements of my teaching in response. For example, the medical
students I was teaching made positive comments about the use of hand-outs which
reinforced my use of these in following sessions (appendix 7, form dated 26/01/17).
Planning for the Future
I feel my attitudes towards planning for the beginnings and endings of teaching sessions have
now changed. When previously I would disregard these book-ending segments, relying on
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spontaneity or instinct to fill the gaps, I now consider them to have equal importance in
relation to the main content. I understand that creating a good environment for learning at
the beginning of a session and reinforcing key messages at the end can have a significant
impact on learner’s experience and ultimately on their understanding and absorption of the
material being delivered.

A2: How You Teach and Support the Learning of Students
Having considered the importance of structured beginnings and endings it seems appropriate
now to examine my approach to delivering the content of teaching sessions. This is the part
of teaching that gets me really excited – that process of imparting knowledge and
understanding, enabling learners to develop new skills and expertise.
Working with the 2nd year medical students in their Introduction to Clinical Practice (ICP)
sessions throughout the past academic year has been a gratifying process as I was able to
watch the group progress from nervous inexperience to assured competence. The successful
development of these students is my evidence for effective teaching but what were the
ingredients of my success? How was this knowledge imparted? What tools do I as an educator
have to enhance my students’ learning even further?
And Now for Something Completely Different
In contrast to the traditional model of lecture-based teaching, many educational institutions
are now exploring alternative models for teaching. These encourage learners to dig deeper
by actively engaging with topics rather than passively absorbing information. One of the
things I like about this approach is the fact that students are encouraged not only to consider
the “what” questions but also to explore the “why” and “how” of each problem encountered.
When I reflect on my own experiences as a student I certainly remember struggling to stay
awake in lecture halls; however I was also somewhat sceptical of group work as I found it
frustrating when other members of the group were unwilling to contribute their own ideas. I
felt like I was always the one doing most of the talking and this was probably because,
according to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Briggs, 1976), I am an “E” – extrovert. I used to
think that successful group work relied heavily upon an encouraging facilitator and willing
participants and without these two components the session would never be a success.
This viewpoint was challenged, however, in the Small Group CEP workshop (appendix 3)
where I learnt that if an appropriate small group model is used, more students may feel able
to contribute to the session regardless of their position on the “I to E” spectrum (introvert to
extrovert). I tried this out myself during my teaching observation session (appendix 9) and
found that using the “snowballing” model (Jaques 2000) encouraged quieter students to
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share their ideas as they initially only had to talk to a partner rather than having to speak out
in front of the whole group.
To examine more deeply why these small group models are so successful, Kolb’s experiential
learning cycle (Kolb, 1984) helps us understand the learning processes that are at work.
Lecture-based teaching mostly uses the abstract conceptualisation pole of the cycle.
However, with a small group model such as “snowballing” students may start at abstract
conceptualisation but then are challenged to test out their knowledge and reflect on it by
sharing with peers. In the “snowballing” exercise during my teaching observation session
(appendix 9) I noticed that when students were comparing answers they would explain to
each other the rationale for their choice. Indeed even the students themselves identified that
this teaching strategy encouraged them to think more deeply about the subject (appendix 7,
form dated 30/3/17). Creating environments in which students are teaching one another is
therefore another helpful strategy that I as an educator can utilise to help learners to engage
with multiple poles of Kolb’s learning cycle. Furthermore, the “snowballing” model also helps
me to accommodate students who might have a stronger preference for one pole of the cycle
than another.
Knowing Me, Knowing You
Alongside my clinical teaching I have also had the opportunity to participate in the Medical
Leadership Academy (appendix 10) this year. To my surprise these sessions focussed a lot
more on understanding myself and managing my own needs before exploring how this
impacts my leadership of others. When I reflect on my experiences of teaching this rings true
for the process of education too. I need to understand myself, both as a learner and educator,
before I can then begin to understand and work effectively with those I teach. As Palmer
observes “when I do not know myself, I cannot know who my students are” (Palmer, 1997). I
suppose there probably are a lot of parallels between leadership and teaching which I never
really considered before.
The Medical Leadership Academy introduced me to tools such as the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (Briggs, 1976) and Kahler’s Drivers (Kahler, 1975). However, through CEP I
discovered the Teaching Perspectives Inventory (TPI) (Pratt, 2000) which not only examines
aspects of personality but also considers these through the lens of an educator. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, just as Kahler’s tool showed I have a “Please Others” driver, the TPI
demonstrated I have a dominant “Nurturing” teaching perspective. Both of these types
consider the strength of the relationship between self and others as a priority. As someone
who has a this dominant “Nurturing” perspective I have the opportunity to create safe
environments in which learners feel able to challenge themselves and test out their
knowledge without fear of failure.
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The value of creating a safe learning environment for learners and educators became
particularly clear to me when I began teaching medical students on their ICP course. Prior to
this experience I had felt very nervous about teaching students due to anxieties that my own
knowledge might be found wanting. This was reinforced by critical feedback I had received
from medical students early in my Foundation Year training (appendix 8). I had been aware
of my increasing reluctance to teach and I wanted to overcome this barrier by engaging with
the Clinical Educator Programme. The CEP small group teaching workshop (appendix 3)
encouraged us to be open and honest with learners when we didn’t know the answer. I tried
this out during an ICP session and the students I was working with didn’t appear to be
concerned when I didn’t have an answer to a question. In fact they seemed relieved that a
doctor had to look up the answer too! When Kugel describes the development of professors
as teachers he identifies that “their [professors’] concerns are much like those of their
students” (Kugel, 1993). By exposing my own vulnerability and limitations I had made the
students feel safe to push the boundaries of their own knowledge. It is hard to evidence how
this directly contributes to better learning but as Palmer says “in every story I have heard,
good teachers share one trait: a strong sense of personal identity infuses their work.” (Palmer,
1997).
Once a Teacher, Always a Student
In order to teach and support learning I have trialled innovative methods for teaching,
explored the educational theory behind these and sought to understand the personal
strengths I bring to the learning environment which I can then use to maximise learning
opportunities. I have demonstrated how the success of these experimental changes can be
assessed using the four lenses of critical reflection suggested by Brookfield: “(1) the
autobiographical, (2) the students’ eyes, (3) our colleagues’ experiences and (4) theoretical
literature” (Brookfield, 1995).
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Part Two: My “Philosophy of Clinical Education”
What is my philosophy of clinical education? This question itself prompts reflection. Am I
aware I have a philosophy? What drives me to share knowledge with learners? What do I wish
them to take away from my teaching sessions? What messages do I convey subconsciously to
learners via my attitude and emphasis?
To examine my philosophy of clinical education consideration needs to be given to the factors
that influence it such as my clinical environment, my own experiences of being a learner and
aspects of my personality.
Respect for Individual Learners and Diverse Learning Communities [V1]
As I have transitioned from University into the world of work I have begun to notice how my
clinical environment may be influencing my philosophy of education. As a doctor in Sexual
Health I have been trained to carefully examine the words I use and the attitudes I display, in
order to create an environment of openness and acceptance for patients of all sexualities,
genders and cultures. Whilst the majority of the time during my consultation this is likely to
be subconscious, when students attend our teaching clinic I am then challenged to explain
and translate this approach to them in a more explicit way. For example using the neutral
word “partner” rather than other gender-specific terms.
These principles of inclusion can also be applied to my interaction with learners as well as
patients. Whilst supervising an FY2 colleague in Sexual Health we discussed the case of a
woman requesting termination of pregnancy. Aware of my colleague’s Muslim faith I asked if
she would feel comfortable sharing her personal feelings on this issue and what strategies she
would use to ensure the patient received the best care whilst not compromising her own
beliefs during the process. I think I did this because I wanted to give her a safe space to be
able to explain her own point of view, just as I would hope my senior colleagues would do
with me. This was likely influenced by my dominant “nurturing” teaching perspective (Pratt,
2000). I was pleasantly surprised at how grateful she seemed for the opportunity to have this
discussion. I wonder whether my willingness to share my thoughts on the issue from the
perspective of my own Christian faith helped to foster this environment of shared openness
and reflection. As Palmer observes “we teach who we are” (Palmer, 1997) therefore we can
only expect our leaners to reveal their inner selves when we ourselves do the same.
Commitment to promoting participation in higher education, acknowledging diversity and
promoting equality of opportunity for learners [V2]
Broadening my definition of education to those outside the medical profession makes me
realise how much of my clinical practice involves educating patients and other healthcare
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professionals. It has taken time to learn how to adapt my consultations to maximise the
learning opportunities for my patients. During one contraceptive options consultation with a
woman in her early forties I immediately launched into a list of contraceptive methods that
stop menstruation, after which the patient abruptly told me that in fact she liked
menstruation. I’m not sure what the patient made of this interaction but I remember feeling
mortified. I think this might be because, not only had I made such an obvious mistake, but
she had also criticised the “younger generation” who cannot tolerate periods anymore
which felt like a personal attack against my own attitudes to periods and contraception. This
reinforced to me the importance of appreciating each patient as an individual with their
own health beliefs and priorities, as well as being aware of how my own prejudices might
affect my consulting style. After this experience I starting changing my consultations by first
exploring the patient’s agenda and then tailoring my explanation to their needs. Positive
patient feedback confirmed for me that this technique seemed to be working (appendix 7,
patient feedback form No.1). I suppose this is comparable to the set-body-close structure I
would use with medical students; I wonder why it took me so long to realise how it also
applies to educating patients? Maybe this was because in my role as a clinician I had
forgotten that I was an educator as well.
The diverse background of individuals and their training in my clinical environment has
meant that the technique of assessing prior knowledge and learning goals has proved useful
when teaching other professionals such as training up nurses to help staff the Sexual Health
walk-in clinic. When talking to one of my nursing colleagues at the beginning of a training
clinic I discovered that she had been thinking of working towards the Diploma in Sexual and
Reproductive Health. However, she had been discouraged by a senior colleague who had
advised that this was beyond her capabilities. Through the teaching clinic I gave my
colleague encouragement about what she did well and tips on how to improve. We talked
about the importance of setting smaller, achievable learning goals which can progress
towards a long-term aim of completing the Diploma. In particular I suggested that she could
explore the e-learning modules which accompany the Diploma in order to increase her
confidence in the theoretical knowledge. She seemed to find this feedback really useful and
began to think more positively about working towards the Diploma.
Commitment to Using Evidence Informed Approaches [V3]
Thinking back further to medical school I can identify a major shift in my attitude towards
learning as I moved from the academic to the clinical environment. Seeing clinical staff at
work on the hospital wards showed me the true goal of my degree which was not to pass an
exam but to become a safe and competent clinician. I discovered that I retained knowledge
more easily when I linked it to a clinical scenario than when I read it in a textbook. This was a
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revelation to me, and ever since has changed my approach to learning and teaching by placing
a much stronger emphasis on clinical context.
However such a positive emphasis on clinical utility risks the loss of core foundational
knowledge. In my approach to the CEP I have found myself again falling into this trap by
focussing on the practical aspects of how to teach rather than considering what evidence we
have for why this works. Feedback from CEP staff challenged me to explore the literature on
educational theories more and to think of this as a resource which could further improve my
teaching. I was sceptical at first but as I read Kugel’s “How professors develop as teachers”
(Kugel, 1993) I found I began to engage in an imagined conversation; responding to each
statement made by the author with my own thoughts and comments. I had heard of the idea
that you can use literature as a perspective for reflection but had never experienced the
reality of this before now. I wonder if I connected more with Kugel because he described a
process I had gone through as an educator but had never been able to vocalise until now.
That initial focus on self, with all the associated fears and insecurities, changing into a focus
on my learners’ engagement and understanding. Kugel gave me the words and concepts to
explain the things I already knew but by doing this he gave me greater depth and clarity to
my understanding. This new appreciation for evidence informed approaches is now shaping
the way I teach as I understand the need for students not only to focus on clinical context but
also to have a foundation of knowledge that underpins the “why” of what we do.
Commitment to CPD and the evaluation of your practice [V4.1]
Self-reflection and continuing personal development is becoming an ever increasing focus,
and indeed requirement, for career progression. I would consider myself to be a reflective
person, however I have further honed these skills through structured analysis of my own and
others’ clinical work. This has directly impacted my clinical teaching as I am constantly looking
for ways to encourage learners to reflect on themselves and others - balancing positive and
negative feedback. One of the ways I did this in the ICP sessions was to give students the
opportunity to present their patient histories back to the rest of the group and then pause for
feedback at the end of each one with an emphasis on how to make their summaries more
succinct. The CEP feedback workshop (appendix 1) was particularly useful in demonstrating
how to encourage balanced feedback from learners and this seemed to work well in the
session. I was encouraged to see that feedback on presentations was mentioned on one of
the student feedback forms (appendix 7, form dated 09/03/17), confirming that the students
found this a valuable exercise. And indeed it will be a skill that they will continue to develop
for the rest of their professional lives.
This principle of self-reflection also impacts me as an educator as not only do I encourage
learners to reflect on their own progress but I am also constantly looking for feedback on my
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performance as a teacher. I have found that Classroom Assessment Techniques (Angelo,
1993) have been an invaluable source of feedback for my own encouragement and to help
identify areas where I can improve. Throughout this portfolio I have given numerous examples
where student feedback has directly impacted on my subsequent teaching practice.
Brookfield further emphasises that multi-perspective feedback is essential for critical
reflection (Brookfield, 1995). In addition to CAT’s and self-reflection, I have sought peer
feedback from the CEP teaching observation (appendix 9) and examined literature sources
such as Kugel’s account of “how professors develop as teachers” (Kugel, 1993). These have
richly contributed to the evaluation and development of my role as an educator. I consider
this to be an ongoing process which will continue throughout my clinical and teaching career.
Practical Constraints and Affordances of Workplace in terms of its impact on teaching and
learning [V4.2]
There is an immense wealth of educational opportunities afforded by workplaces precisely
because these are the environments in which learners will be applying their knowledge. The
stresses, challenges and successes that learners see their educators encounter in the
workplace are the same that they themselves will face in due course. During ICP sessions I
became aware that I was modelling skills in communication and professionalism when
interacting with the volunteer patients. In fact I was surprised when particular turns of phrase
I used were copied by the students – they had truly become my “apprentices”. Interestingly
my TPI profile identifies that “apprenticeship” is my second most dominant teaching
perspective (Pratt, 2000) which may be why I picked up on the importance of this role. If I
think back to my own “apprentice” journey, at times I felt under-supported when trying to
navigate the complexities of interacting with real life patients on busy in-patient wards. This
is maybe why I place such emphasis on preparing learners for their transition into clinical
practice.
It is probably because patients are such a valuable resource that frustrations arise when
access to them is limited. This sometimes occurred during my ICP sessions and meant that I
would have to adapt my teaching plan to include role playing and peer examination when
patients were not available. I received feedback from the students that they found these
exercises useful, particularly as this gave the opportunity for peer feedback (appendix 7, form
dated 11/05/17). However, these exercises still need to be balanced with adequate clinical
exposure. Sir William Osler’s statement sums up my sentiments on this subject aptly: “To
study the phenomena of disease without books is to sail an uncharted sea, while to study
books without patients is not to go to sea at all.” (Osler, 2008).
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A Journey of Transitions
In searching for the answer to my philosophy of clinical education I have asked evermore
questions of myself; challenging assumptions I have made from my own personal
experiences and widening my perspective to look beyond my role as teacher to the role of
my students. It seems that periods of transition in my professional life have led to
transitions in my philosophy of clinical education; balancing clinical versus theory and my
agenda versus the learner’s agenda. What I feel I have learnt most from this process is the
importance of continual self-examination using multiple perspectives including learner
feedback, peer observation and educational literature. For me being an educator means
commitment to lifelong learning about myself and my students.

Conclusion
Whilst my journey through the Clinical Educator Programme may be coming to an end I hope
that my ongoing development as an educator will never cease. I feel I should view this process
much like I do that for clinical professional development – never to be satisfied with the
knowledge and experience I have but to build upon this foundation further to the benefit of
patients and learners alike. I feel challenged to seek out opportunities for feedback from
multiple sources so that I can hone what Brookfield calls my “authentic voice”, to know the
true value and success of my teaching (Brookfield, 1995). The Clinical Educator Programme
has also inspired me not only to teach learners but also to teach teachers. I hope one day to
be involved in the field of clinical education and perhaps the lessons I have learnt during this
process will influence others like me in years to come.
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Appendix 1: Learning Card for Giving Effective Feedback Workshop
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Appendix 2: Learning Card for Planning and Evaluating Your Teaching
Workshop
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Appendix 3: Learning Card for Small Group Teaching Workshop
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Appendix 4: Learning Card for Large Group Teaching Workshop
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Appendix 5: Learning Card for Impromptu Clinical Teaching Workshop
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Appendix 6: Teaching Log
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Appendix 7: Examples of Learner Feedback
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Appendix 7: Examples of ICP Student

Feedback
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Appendix 8: Feedback from Neurology Bedside Teaching 20/04/17
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Appendix 9: Teaching Observation Feedback Form
Teaching Observation Feedback Form – Clinical Educator Programme
Observed:
Observed and feedback given by:
Ian Lee
Clinical Educator Programme Tutor
Centre for Medical Education (CME)
College of Medicine & Veterinary Medicine
The University of Edinburgh
Room GU304
Chancellor's Building
49 Little France Crescent
Edinburgh
EH16 4SB
Details of teaching:
(To be completed by consultant/trainee observed)
Date
Location
Type of teaching (e.g. tutorial)
Audience (e.g.3rd year medical students)
Length of session

30th March 2017
Mackenzie Medical Practice
Small group teaching
7 x 2nd year medical students
1 hour
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Aspect

Commentary

Communication

WHAT WENT WELL/ WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED

Attitude
UKPSF A4, V1, V2
Creating an effective learning environment, (MMUCKO
- Mood, Motivation, Utility, Content, Knowledge base,
and Objectives)
Voice and pace
UKPSF A2, V1
Clarity, diction, interest, engaging,
speed (too fast, too slow), timing
Non-verbal communication
UKPSF A2, V1
Eye contact, positioning, reinforcement of verbal signs

You speak nice and clearly and at a good volume. You have an open, welcoming nature. This along
with your good use of active listening (nodding, minimal interruption and short note taking) and good
eye contact creates a supportive mood for an effective learning environment. I’m unsure how well you
know this group but it would be nice to be able to address them by name. As the session moved into
part 2, you are more animated in your standing, presenting position. You smile, maintain an open
posture and appear very comfortable in this more facilitator led session although you do speak more
quickly from this point on. Whilst this didn’t seem problematic today, it’s worth being aware of this when
working with larger or more diverse groups.
I notice that when you facilitate from a seated position, this maintains a learner centred feel to this
session keeping you in a facilitator role and allowing the students to lead the discussion. Don’t
underestimate the value of keeping these small group sessions interactive and learner centred. The
dynamic definitely changed at 15:00 when you and your slides became the focus of the session with
you guiding discussion from a standing position. This was still an interactive session which encouraged
paired and group discussion.
“Well done!” and “that’s great!” The positive feedback you give can help learners to take chances with
responses to questions. Your positive attitude also displays a healthy enthusiasm for your subject and
session.
You mentioned in our feedback discussion that you felt as though setting some ground rules had helped
the session run smoothly and had helped to create a safe learning environment.
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Session planning,
preparation and delivery

WHAT WENT WELL/ WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED

Session structure
UKPSF A1, A2, K2, V3
Learning objectives, set – body –
closure,
specific – general

You gave some really positive and specific feedback following the student presentations. I appreciate that it wouldn’t
be appropriate to point out specific points for improvement in a group setting. Remember to balance your feedback
when working with individuals however.

Organisation and preparation
UKPSF A1, V2, A4, K1, K2, (V4)
Clear overview, logical sequence,
recapping, signposting, focus on key
ideas

Your earlier session was still underway when I arrived (early). My 1 st impression was of a learner centred, engaging
small group session. The students appeared engaged as active participants rather than passive attendees. I also
noticed that they were presenting in pairs or trios which can help to create a safe learning environment.

I really liked that you recapped on what had been covered in previous sessions. I also liked that you gave the session
utility in referencing forthcoming exams. You then communicated what you wanted the students to get out of the
session. Your ground rules round off what is a really good attention to “set”. As you had slides, you might want to
include your learning objectives on a slide.
Your session is clearly well planned and follows a good structure with good attention to “set” as above. You have
clearly given the activities within the “body” great consideration too. This seemed to run smoothly although I notice
you ran short of time. Perhaps a session plan might help you to make best use of the allotted time.

Interaction
UKPSF A1, A2, V2, (V3)
Appropriate, well planned, engaging,
use of different types of questioning

Your slides are nice and clear with minimal text. Your colours are stimulating as are your good quality images.

Use of visual aids
UKPSF K2, K4, (V3)
Organisation, clarity, handouts

While some students present I noticed that other students are in passive observing roles. I wonder how you feel about
making them more active observers? This could involve opening up discussion to the rest of the group. Alternatively,
you could ask them to formulate questions of feedback for either you or the presenting students.

You set up your paired activity really well. How you communicate these things can impact on how quickly or how well
people engage with them. Whilst there didn’t appear to be any hesitation with engagement today, it can be useful to
set a time frame to keep people on task

You ask a lot of probing (what) and clarifying (why) questions. These help learners to explore prior learning and let
you gauge their degree of understanding or knowledge base. These are good questions for these fairly inexperienced
learners. Open questions will promote discussion and reflection with more experienced learners.
I notice that you distributed feedback questionnaires to the group. This is a good way to determine if they are learning
what you had intended them to. Another way to gauge this is to ask them to identify what their key learning has been.
This can be compared with your initial learning objectives. I recommend revisiting these learning objectives again as
part of closure.
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Action Plan
(SMART – Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timebound)

The next time I deliver this session I will



Give more attention to closure by gauging what has been learned. This
could be done by asking the group to identify their own key learning points.
Formal closure will in the form of revisiting the learning objectives.



Reduce my rate of speech when presenting to the group.



Address the students by name and reinforce the wearing of name badges.



Continue to collect feedback from students on how they perceive my
teaching and consider the One Minute Paper as a means for this.
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SELF REFLECTION on OBSERVED TEACHING SESSION

Please think back over this teaching session to consider the questions outlined below.
Question 1
Did you respect individual learners and diverse learning communities?
(V1)
This focuses on how you may have incorporated activities, actions and approaches in your session which were inclusive of individuals, or groups,
Our
across a range of backgrounds such as ethnicity, faith, social class, sexuality, gender, age. It is about demonstrating that you value and can work
interpretation effectively with, and within, these diverse ‘communities’.
Enter your
reflections

During my teaching session I treated each learner with equal respect and value. All activities during my session
gave each learner a fair opportunity to speak and be listened to. All learners were encouraged to contribute and
share their views. I also emphasised to the learners the importance of mutual respect and trust by setting out
ground rules stating that learners should feel safe to make mistakes or choose wrong answers and that other
learners should avoid making negative comments or talking about the session after it has finished.

Question 2
Did you promote participation in higher education and equality of opportunity for learners?
(V2)
The focus here is on how you may have helped engage all the learners in your session by taking account of their differing levels of experience and
Our
individual learning styles. As for V1, it is about demonstrating that you value and can work effectively with all learners, since each has individual
interpretation strengths and weaknesses.
Enter your
reflections

Whilst planning my teaching session I was careful to ensure I incorporated different learning styles into my
approach. For example, using slides for visual learners, discussion points for verbal learners and writing MCQ
answers for kinaesthetic learners. I also tried to set questions of varying difficulty so that each learner had a
chance to achieve a correct answer as well as being challenged to tackle more advanced questions. Learners
were encouraged to share answers and ideas in pairs/threes before feeding back to the rest of the group. This
enabled learners to have the opportunity to discuss their thoughts on each topic in a safe and supportive
environment.
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Question 3
Did you use evidence-informed approaches and the outcomes from research, scholarship and continuing
(V3)
professional development?
This focuses on your use of sources of evidence (eg CEP workshops, clinical or non-clinical CPD, your reading) to inform your teaching and learning
Our
practice. Think about how you used these to enhance both the practice of your teaching and the quality of the learning experience. This value
interpretation advocates the importance of engaging in professional development to enhance teaching or learning-support activities.
Enter your
reflections

Prior to planning my teaching session I attended the CEP workshop on small group teaching. I found this very
useful and incorporated a number of new teaching methods into my session as a result. For example, I used the
“ground rules” concept to set up a safe learning environment for learners at the start of the session, encouraging
them to attempt questions without fear of failure. I also drew inspiration from the “snowballing” method of small
group learning by asking learners to first write down their answers, then share and debate their answers with a
partner and thirdly feedback their answers to the rest of the group. This was effective in giving learners a chance
to test their own knowledge as well as encouraging them to share knowledge and expertise amongst the group.

Question 4
Do you acknowledge the wider context in which higher education operates, recognising the implications for
(V4)
professional practice?
We see two interpretations of this. One is that you need to be alert to local or national issues that may be impacting on your, or your profession’s,
Our
teaching practice. If this is your interpretation, you would need to demonstrate that you are aware of how your cultural or legislative context may
interpretation influence your teaching practice. A second, though complementary, interpretation is that the quality of teaching of medical students has a significant
and wide-ranging impact on the medical profession with implications for patient safety, the ‘image’ and role of each specialty etc.

Enter your
reflections

Whilst preparing and delivering this session I was acutely aware of the need to not only prepare these students for
exams but more importantly prepare them for the years of clinical practice ahead. To achieve this I made sure that
for each task set there was also an explanation of the clinical context for the “real world” of medicine. When
designing the patient cases I tried to make each scenario as realistic as possible and included pictures of
simulated patients along with each slide to help engage the learners. I also chose questions for each case that
focused on investigation and management of clinical conditions as this is directly relevant to clinical practice.
During discussion we talked about key symptoms that might suggest sinister pathology such as malignancy as
this is an important patient safety issue.
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Question
5

How might aspects of this particular session impact on your clinical practice? You might comment on how your
preparation of the session enhanced your knowledge of the subject, or perhaps feedback from the students
highlighted something which may change your practice.

Enter
This teaching session has been extremely useful in developing my skills for future practice. My preparation for the
your
session helped to reinforce my knowledge of a number of core diseases. Feedback from the teaching observer for
reflections this session identified my tendency to speak at a rapid pace. As an action plan I will aim to reduce the pace of my
speech which will improve my communication not only with learners but also with my patients in clinical practice.
The teaching observer feedback also identified my reluctance to use names during the teaching session. I have
reflected on the fact that I often struggle to remember names and therefore lack confidence in using these names
during a teaching session. This also impacts on my clinical practice as I often struggle to refer to my colleagues by
name because of my anxiety that I will get it wrong. My action plan for this weakness is to place greater priority on
remembering the names of both learners and colleagues and to use these names with greater frequency as this will
help to reinforce my memory and improve my confidence.
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Appendix 10: Reflection on “Most Significant Change”, Medical Leadership Academy
NHS LOTHIAN

Medical Leadership Academy - Most Significant Change
We are hoping to capture stories about changes that may have resulted from your participation in the Medical Leadership Academy as part of
your Clinical Development Fellowship/Clinical Teaching Fellowship (CDF/CTF). We hope to use the stories and information for a number of
purposes including:
 To help us understand what participants think has worked well and what could have been even better
 To make recommendations to our managers and leaders about future programmes
 To contribute examples of impact to the evaluation report of the CDF/CTF programme
1. During the last 8-10 months what do you think has been the most significant change in the way you work that can be attributed to
your participation in the Medical Leadership Academy programme? Please try to describe this change in the form of a story.
Beginning (situation before the change)
Before I started the Medical Leadership Academy (MLA) I viewed leadership as simply a matter of hierarchy – those who are more senior are
leaders and those who are more junior are followers. Throughout my foundation training I had always been the most junior member of the
medical team – looking to others for advice and support. I therefore never considered myself to be a leader, despite the fact that I would often
look for opportunities to make changes and try to find ways to improve the systems I was working in. When trying to make these changes I
would take the initiative to come up with solutions and implement them. However, I still did not consider this to be a leadership role. A number
of times ideas or projects I was involved in lost momentum and on reflection this was often because I was looking for stronger leadership from
more senior colleagues which they were not able to provide. This left me feeling frustrated and demoralised, wondering what I could have done
differently to achieve my aims.
Middle (what happened?)
A number of sessions during the MLA focussed on the concept of leadership as a role separate from seniority. As junior or middle-grade team
members we were encouraged to reflect on our current clinical environments and ideas for changes. We explored the barriers often met when
trying to get colleagues on board with new ideas and considered how to adapt our approach to help include them in these processes of change.
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Exercises in self-reflection and analysing the complexity of interpersonal interactions helped me to better understand the reasons why I
sometimes found fellow colleagues the most challenging barrier to effecting change. I was prompted to consider the ways in which I might lead
as a junior member of the team both in clinical and non-clinical scenarios, influencing the behaviour and attitudes of those around me. I
particularly appreciated hearing from speakers who had first-hand experience of clinical work in the NHS and who were open and honest about
the challenges and frustrations many of us face in our daily working lives. This stressed to me the importance of frank and critical appraisal in
order to fully understand a problem before we can begin to make effective change as leaders.
End (situation after)
Through my participation in the MLA I have come to understand that leadership is not dependent on hierarchy and that many of us are already
taking on leadership roles in our work places even without realising it. The MLA helped me to take ownership of these leadership roles,
developing my skills and insight to help me be more effective as a leader.
2. What made you choose this change in particular? (What made it significant for you?)
Good leadership is a quality I have long aspired to as I consider it be a key factor in how well a system functions. I have encountered many
examples of good and bad leadership over the years and I have seen how strongly these leaders influence the team and workplace around
them. In considering my future career I have often considered General Practice to be an excellent opportunity for leadership not only in the
clinical context but also in the management and running of the practice itself. I had thought that until I was a GP partner I would have few
opportunities to develop my leadership qualities or influence the workplace around me. It has therefore been a revelation to realise that at each
stage along my career path I can find opportunities to take on leadership roles and effect meaningful change.
3. What difference has it made already / will it make in the future?
The lessons I have learnt through the MLA have directly impacted my working life – particularly in my role as a Clinical Development Fellow in
the St John’s Hospital Accident and Emergency Department. In this role I take on the responsibility of being the most senior member of staff
present in the department overnight with a consultant on-call from home. Initially I was reluctant to accept this responsibility, finding it
uncomfortable when fellow junior colleagues were asking me for advice. However, I have now come to understand that even in situations
where I feel my experience or knowledge is lacking I still have many skills and attributes to offer as a leader. In particular, my non technical
skills in communication and rational decision making as well as a clear understanding of my own limitations enable me to ensure the safe and
effective running of the Emergency Department overnight.
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A good example of the influence of non-technical skills on my ability to lead is a scenario I was involved in during a resus case in the
Emergency Department a few months ago. I was working in the Emergency Department overnight with a GPST colleague and we were nearing
the end of our shift when an unwell patient came into resus. Initially my GPST colleague was dealing with the case but she sought my help as
she felt the patient was becoming more unwell and she was struggling to manage her. I quickly identified that the patient required more senior
knowledge and expertise than I had so I instructed the GPST to contact the Medical Registrar (Med Reg) to come down and urgently review the
patient. This is standard procedure for the Emergency Department overnight as we have no Emergency Medicine registrars available. There
was a significant delay in the Med Reg arriving as the medical team were in hand-over. Therefore the decision was made along with the
nursing team to put out a Medical Emergency call in order to alert the Med Reg that they needed to come quicker. I knew at this point that a
large number of doctors would be responding to the call and I would need to send the majority of them away to avoid the resus room becoming
overly crowded. I therefore positioned myself near to the door and as soon as a doctor came through the door I asked them their grade and
then sent them away when it was clear that they were not the Med Reg or the ITU team. The Med Reg then arrived and I gave them a
handover regarding the patient’s condition. A number of the nursing team commented that this strategy was very effective in minimising
confusion and overcrowding in the resus room, enabling us to access appropriate senior support urgently and providing the best care for the
patient.
I have also seen a direct impact on my non-clinical activities. In particular my involvement in the Lothian Unscheduled Care Service (LUCS) to
Emergency Department Referrals Quality Improvement Project 2017 in which I identified that the project was lacking leadership and direction
and therefore took the initiative to request a meeting of all parties. At an earlier stage of the project, before I had taken leadership of it, our
meetings had been disorganised and unproductive. Therefore I decided to draw up an agenda before the meeting with suggested timings,
these made proceedings more structured and we achieved much greater progress during this session. I now feel greater ownership for the
project and have continued in my facilitative role by co-ordinating between different members of the project team at key stages along the
process.
4. How do you think this change is sustainable? What will influence this?
The lessons I have learnt through the MLA and my clinical experience this year will continue to impact my work, both clinical and non-clinical in
the future. I no longer feel reticent about assuming leadership or disqualify myself for these roles simply because of my age or seniority. I am
more confident to lead where I am needed and know that I have the skills required to fulfil these roles effectively.
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It is likely that future experiences may impact my confidence in leadership either negatively or positively, depending on the degree of support,
encouragement and feedback I receive whilst in these roles. I know that one of my primary drivers is “Please Others” and I am therefore aware
of the strong influence of other’s opinions on the way I value myself and my work. I hope that with greater insight into my own psyche I will be
able to limit the negative impact comments or opinions might have on my willingness to take on leadership roles in the future.
5. What evidence can you offer that you have made this change?
See section 3

Confidentiality: We may like to use your stories for reporting to our sponsors, or sharing with other participants and staff. Do you (please state
yes or no?)



Want to have your name on the story? Yes
Give your consent to us using your story for sharing and learning? Yes

Thank you
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